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QUESTION 1

You want to create a PL/SQL block of code that calculates discounts on customer orders. This code will be invoked from
several places, but only within the program unit ORDERTOTAL . What is the most appropriate location to store the code
that calculates the discount? 

A. a stored procedure on the server 

B. a block of code in a PL/SQL library 

C. a standalone procedure on the client machine 

D. a block of code in the body of the program unit ORDERTOTAL 

E. a local subprogram defined within the program unit ORDERTOTAL 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a table with the following definition: CREATE TABLE long_tab (id NUMBER, long_col LONG); You need to
convert the LONG_COL column from a LONG data type to a LOB data type. Which statement accomplishes this task? 

A. ALTER TABLE long_tab MODIFY (LONG_COL CLOB); 

B. EXECUTE dbms_lob.migrate(long_tab, long_col, clob) 

C. EXECUTE dbms_manage.lob.migrate(long_tab, long_col, clob) 

D. EXECUTE utl_lob.migrate(long_tab, long_col, clob) 

E. EXECUTE utl_manage_lob.migrate(long_tab, long_col, clob) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You create a DML trigger. For the timing information, which are valid with a DML trigger? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. DURING 

B. IN PLACE OF 

C. ON SHUTDOWN 

D. BEFORE 

E. ON STATEMENT EXECUTION 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Procedure PROCESS_EMP references the table EMP . Procedure UPDATE_EMP updates rows of table EMP through
procedure PROCESS_EMP . There is a remote procedure QUERY_EMP that queries the EMP table through the local
procedure PROCESS_EMP . The dependency mode is set to TIMESTAMP in this session. Which two statements are
true? (Choose two.) 

A. If the signature of procedure PROCESS_EMP is modified and successfully recompiles, the EMP table is invalidated. 

B. If internal logic of procedure PROCESS_EMP is modified and successfully recompiles, UPDATE_EMP gets
invalidated and will recompile when invoked for the first time. 

C. If the signature of procedure PROCESS_EMP is modified and successfully recompiles, UPDATE_EMP gets
invalidated and will recompile when invoked for the first time. 

D. If internal logic of procedure PROCESS_EMP is modified and successfully recompiles, QUERY_EMP gets
invalidated and will recompile when invoked for the first time. 

E. If internal logic of procedure PROCESS_EMP is modified and successfully recompiles, QUERY_EMP gets
invalidated and will recompile when invoked for the second time. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine this code: Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. This function is invalid. 

B. This function can be used against any table. 

C. This function cannot be used in a SELECT statement. 

D. This function can be used only if the two parameters passed in are not null values. 

E. This function will generate a string based on 2 character values passed into the function. 
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F. This function can be used only on tables where there is a p_first and p_last column. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 6

Examine this function: 

Which statement will successfully invoke this function in SQL*Plus? 

A. SELECT CALC_PLAYER_AVG(PLAYER_ID) FROM PLAYER_BAT_STAT; 

B. EXECUTE CALC_PLAYER_AVG(31); 

C. CALC_PLAYER(\\'Ruth\\'); 

D. CALC_PLAYER_AVG(31); 

E. START CALC_PLAYER_AVG(31) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two does the INSTEAD OF clause in a trigger identify? (Choose two.) 

A. The view associated with the trigger. 

B. The table associated with the trigger. 

C. The event associated with the trigger. 

D. The package associated with the trigger. 

E. The statement level or for each row association to the trigger. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 8

Examine this package: Which statement is true? 

A. The value of DISCOUNT_RATE always remains 0.00 in a session. 

B. The value of DISCOUNT_RATE is set to 0.10 each time the package is invoked in a session. 

C. The value of DISCOUNT_RATE is set to 1.00 each time the procedure DISPLAY_PRICE is invoked. 

D. The value of DISCOUNT_RATE is set to 0.10 when the package is invoked for the first time in a session. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

When creating stored procedures and functions, which construct allows you to transfer values to and from the calling
environment? 

A. local variables 

B. arguments 

C. Boolean variables 

D. substitution variables 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

When creating a function, in which section will you typically find the RETURN keyword? 

A. HEADER only 

B. DECLARATIVE 

C. EXECUTABLE and HEADER 

D. DECLARATIVE,EXECUTABLE and EXCEPTION HANDLING 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Examine this code: 

Which statement is true? 

A. This statement creates a stored procedure named get_sal. 

B. This statement returns a raise amount based on an employee id. 

C. This statement creates a stored function named get_sal with a status of invalid. 

D. This statement creates a stored function named get_sal. 

E. This statement fails. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 12

What is a conditional predicate in a DML trigger? 
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A. A conditional predicate allows you to specify a WHEN-LOGGING-ON condition in the trigger body. 

B. A conditional predicate means you use the NEW and OLD qualifiers in the trigger body as a condition. 

C. A conditional predicate allows you to combine several DML triggering events into one in the trigger body. 

D. A conditional predicate allows you to specify a SHUTDOWN or STARTUP condition in the trigger body. 

Correct Answer: C 
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